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look closer

home news &
news in numbers

LEEDS Junk food
supermarket

Isle of muck
Teacher search
Nearly 60 people applied for a
job to teach at a teeny school
in the Scottish island of Muck
which has only seven pupils.
The school sent out an appeal
over social media for someone “with a love of the
outdoors and good waterproofs” and received
applications from all over the world. The small island
is in the Inner Hebrides and has a population of just
40 people.

A company which sells food that
other stores throw out has
opened its ﬁrst warehouse in
Leeds. The Real Junk Food Project
has deals with supermarkets
including Sainsbury’s, Morrisons and Ocado and sells the food
to people in need. They can come along and pay what they
can aﬀord for food or donate their Ime volunteering at the
project instead. Every year UK supermarkets throw away at
least 115,000 tonnes of perfectly good food.

Tetbury
Bee-killing hornets

Yorkshire
Brilliant
burger

The first Asian hornet has been
spotted in the UK. The insect poses a
severe risk to the honeybee population however Asian
hornets do not pose any greater risk to humans than
a normal bee. The hornet, which is nearly twice the
size of a honeybee, was spotted in Tetbury,
Gloucestershire, and work is underway to find and
destroy any nests.

news in numbers
7-18 year old budding popstars can get a music education
@Rachhh_xo
via twi`er

Burger and roast
dinner fans are in for
a treat as the chef at
the PoGng Shed pub
in Beverley has
invented the
Yorkshire pudding
burger. The creaIon
sees a beef paJy
topped with blue
cheese and a slice of
bacon then
sandwiched between
a pair of Yorkshire
puddings!

@froutoneaportal
via twi`er

HOME NEWS

at the new The Rock Project school in Carmarthen.

12 wooden bird sculptures have suddenly appeared in East
Sussex. Locals have nicknamed the anonymous arPst
“Planksie” aSer the anonymous graﬃP arPst Banksy.

1 buzzard (a type of bird) had to be rescued after it was found

reading
Free bikes
Selected pupils at Katesgrove
Primary School in Reading will
be lent bikes to get to school
to help them to improve their
aJendance. If they hit their aJendance targets
they’ll be allowed to keep the bikes, which have
been recovered from local railways. The plan
will be rolled out to other schools in the area if
it proves successful.

hanging upside down from a tree in Aberdeen after getting
tangled in fishing lines.

800 Cheviot sheep have been dyed bright orange by their
owner Pip Simpson in Troutbeck, Cumbria, in an attempt to
stop them from being stolen. Farmer Pip has lost 300 sheep to
rustlers in the last four years.

50 metres is the length of a fast-walking lane that appeared
at London’s Waterloo for two days. The ‘Direct Line Direct Lane’
was the result of a survey that showed people would prefer
fast lanes on paths.

200 pounds is how much people are selling the new polymer
£5 notes with low serial numbers for on eBay.
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home news & news in numbers
Look at this week’s articles
1) Find the numbers:

•
•
•
•

At least ___________ tonnes of good food is thrown away by supermarkets each year.
_____ people live on the Isle of Muck, Scotland.
In the last ___ years, Farmer Pip has had _____ sheep stolen, so he has now dyed _____ sheep bright orange.
Waterloo StaIon made a _____-metre-long fast track for busy commuters who want to walk fast, but it was only
there for ____ days.

Look at the news from Tetbury.
2) Why is the news from Tetbury bad news for honeybees?

3) Can you explain why humans have no need to be scared of this hornet?
Look at the news from Reading.
4) How are children with poor aJendance going to be encouraged to go to school at Katesgrove Primary?
Look at the news from the Isle of Muck.
5) Imagine you are a teacher trying to decide whether to apply for the job on the island. (You would have to move there.) Write
down the pros and cons of the job.

Look at the News in Numbers stories.
6) What is the name for someone who steals farm animals?
Look at the news from Leeds.
7) Explain why the junk food supermarket is a brilliant idea.
Look at the news from Yorkshire.
8) Can you put the layers of the new Yorkshire pudding burger in the right order, from the boJom to the top!
Consider all the news stories.
9) Each of the Home News stories is wriJen with the same structure. They all have:

•
•
•

the place
a headline
the story

The story below was wriJen for the News in Numbers secIon of the newspaper. Can you rewrite it for this Home News?

news in numbers
1000 dots was the number of dots in a record-breaking dot-to-dot puzzle, made to celebrate Roald Dahl’s 100th
birthday. The puzzle was completed on a computer and projected on to the side of a mansion in Chertsey, Surrey.

10) The front page story of a newspaper is used to sell the newspaper: it is the story that can be seen when the paper is on display
in the shops. A story might be picked for the front page because it is parIcularly interesIng to readers of the newspaper (children),
because it is surprising, funny or just because it is a very important news story.
If you had to pick one of these stories to be the front page story, which would you pick, and why?
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home news & news in numbers
Look at this week’s articles
1) Find the numbers:

•

At least ___________ tonnes of good food is thrown away by supermarkets each year.

•

_____ people live on the Isle of Muck, Scotland.

•

In the last ___ years, Farmer Pip has had _____ sheep stolen, so he has now dyed _____ sheep bright orange.

•

Waterloo StaIon made a _____-metre-long fast track for busy commuters who want to walk fast, but it was only
there for ____ days.

Look at the news from Tetbury.
2) Why is the news from Tetbury bad news for honeybees?

3) Can you explain why humans have no need to be scared of this hornet?

Look at the news from Reading.
4) How are children with poor aJendance going to be encouraged to go to school at Katesgrove Primary?

Look at the news from the Isle of Muck.
5) Imagine you are a teacher trying to decide whether to apply for the job on the island. (You would have to move there.) Write
down the pros and cons of the job.

Pros

Cons
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home news & news in numbers
Look at the News in Numbers stories.
6) What is the name for someone who steals farm animals?

Look at the news from Leeds.
7) Explain why the junk food supermarket is a brilliant idea.

Look at the news from Yorkshire.
8) Can you put the layers of the new Yorkshire pudding burger in the right order, from the boJom to the top!
Consider all the news stories.

layers
1

The yorkshire
pudding burger yum!

2
3
4
5

9) Each of the Home News stories is wriJen with the same structure. They all have:

•
•
•

the place
a headline
the story

The story below was wriJen for the News in Numbers secIon of the newspaper. Can you rewrite it for this Home News?

news in numbers
1000 dots was the number of dots in a record-breaking dot-to-dot puzzle, made to celebrate Roald Dahl’s 100th
birthday. The puzzle was completed on a computer and projected on to the side of a mansion in Chertsey, Surrey.
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home news & news in numbers
10) The front page story of a newspaper is used to sell the newspaper: it is the story that can be seen
when the paper is on display in the shops. A story might be picked for the front page because it is
parIcularly interesIng to readers of the newspaper (children), because it is surprising, funny or just because
it is a very important news story.
If you had to pick one of these stories to be the front page story, which would you pick, and why?
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EXTENSION ACTIVITIES
my home news selection

Use the space below to create your own Home News selecIon.

•
•
•

Flick through a copy of First News and choose your ﬁve favourite stories. They can come from any secIon of
the newspaper, but they must be UK news. It’s helpful if the arIcle tells you where in the UK the news is from.
Rewrite the stories following the Home News style.
Copy your stories on to the page below and label them on the map.
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home news & news in numbers
AIM OF THE NEWS COMPREHENSIONS
News reports are unique non-fiction texts. Being real, they naturally engage children, and with the range of topics that are
covered, help to develop pupils’ knowledge and understanding of the wider world outside the classroom.
The reports are ideal for short, focused comprehension or discussion activities. Along with the opportunity to find
fascinating facts and appreciate the opinions of those involved, there is plenty to be inferred and deduced to understand in
more depth what is being reported. Like authors, journalists play with language, so news ‘stories’ are rich nuggets of text to
investigate and provide the opportunity for a wide range of reading skills to be practised each week. These skills should fit
within most schools’ reading and literacy programmes.
TEACHER ANSWER GUIDE
The teacher answers are intended to provide a guide to the reading skill each question is practising. Suggestions are given for
a STARTING POINT response that pupils could give. Further suggestions then give a fuller, more DEVELOPED RESPONSE that
students will work towards to reach and exceed the floor standards required at the end of primary school. For a list of these
reading skills used to reference questions, please email schools@firstnews.co.uk.

Answers
1) Find the numbers:

READING SKILL: Find and explain information
(NC 2a)
Correctly identified information:

•
•
•
•

At least 115,000 tonnes of good food is thrown away by supermarkets each year.
40 people live on the Isle of Muck, Scotland.
In the last 4 years, Farmer Pip has had 300 sheep stolen, so he has now dyed 800 sheep
bright orange.
Waterloo Station made a 50-metre-long fast track for busy commuters who want to walk
fast, but it was only there for 2 days.

Look at the news from Tetbury.
2) Why is the news from Tetbury bad news for honeybees?

READING SKILL: Find and explain information
(NC 2a)
Starting point:
• Hornets eat them.
• Hornets are a severe risk to honeybees.
Correctly identified information:
• An Asian hornet has been spotted in the UK for the first time and they eat honeybees.
• The story says the hornet “poses a severe risk to the honeybee population”, so they must eat a very
large number of them.

3) Can you explain why humans have no need to be scared of this hornet?

READING SKILL: Find and explain information
(NC 2a)
Starting point:
• They do not pose any greater risk.
Correctly identified information:
• The hornets are no more dangerous to humans than an ordinary honey bee.

LOOK CLOSER
Look at the news from Reading.
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4) How are children with poor attendance going to be encouraged to go to school at Katesgrove
Primary?
READING SKILL: Find and explain information
(NC 2a)
Starting point:
• They are being given bikes.
Correctly identified information:
• They are being lent bikes to get to school. If they improve their attendance and hit their target, they will
be allowed to keep them.

Look at the news from the Isle of Muck.
5) Imagine you are a teacher trying to decide whether to apply for the job on the island. (You would
have to move there.) Write down the pros and cons of the job.
READING SKILL: Infer information and justify with evidence
(NC 2c & 8)
Starting point:

Pros
- There are only 7 children to teach

Cons
- It sounds like it might rain a lot

Developed response:

Pros
- There are only 7 children to teach
- It sounds like you would get to
spend a lot of time outdoors
- It would probably be a beautiful
place to live

Cons
- It sounds like it rains a lot in Muck
- Only 40 people live on the island –
it might be lonely
- You would have to catch a ferry
every time you wanted to see your
friends.

Look at the News in Numbers stories.
6) What is the name for someone who steals farm animals?
READING SKILL: Understand vocabulary in context
(NC 2a)

a rustler
Look at the news from Leeds.
7) Explain why the junk food supermarket is a brilliant idea.
READING SKILL: Infer information and justify with evidence
(NC 2c & 8)
Starting point:
• It sells food that would be wasted.
• It helps people.
Developed response:
• It sells food which would otherwise be wasted even though there’s nothing wrong with it.
• It helps people in need and lets them get food at low cost and possibly for free.

Look at the news from Yorkshire.
8) Can you put the layers of the new Yorkshire pudding burger in the right order, from the bottom to
the top!
READING SKILL: Infer information and justify with evidence
(NC 2c & 8)
• Correctly identified information:

The Yorkshire
Pudding Burger
-Yum!

Layer 5: Yorkshire pudding
Layer 4: Slice of bacon
Layer 3: Blue cheese
Layer 2: Beef patty
Layer 1: Yorkshire pudding

Consider all the news stories.
9) Each of the Home News stories is written with the same structure. They all have:
• the place
• a headline
• the story
The story below was written for the News in Numbers section of the newspaper. Can you rewrite it for
this Home News?

1000 dots was the number of dots in a record-breaking dot-to-dot puzzle, made to celebrate Roald
Dahl’s 100th birthday. The puzzle was completed on a computer and projected on to the side of a
mansion in Chertsey, Surrey.
READING SKILL: Identifying benefits of text organisation and presentation in non-fiction texts
(NC 2f)
Answers similar to:

SURREY
Giant dot-to-dot
A huge, record-breaking dot-to-dot puzzle has been completed on the side of a mansion in Chertsey,
Surrey to celebrate Roald Dahl’s 100th birthday. The puzzle was completed on a computer and
projected on to the building.
10) The front page story of a newspaper is used to sell the newspaper: it is the story that can be seen
when the paper is on display in the shops. A story might be picked for the front page because it is
particularly interesting to readers of the newspaper (children), because it is surpAnsrising, funny or
just because it is a very important news story.
If you had to pick one of these stories to be the front page story, which would you pick, and why?
READING SKILL: Develop opinions and provide justifications for viewpoints
(NC 6, 7 & 8 )
Starting point:
• The one about the supermarket because I think all that waste is terrible.
• The one about the burger because I think it’s really funny.
Developed response:
• I would choose the junk food supermarket story because I think it’s a brilliant idea to reduce waste and
help people in need. Everybody needs to know how much food we waste every year.
• I would choose the story about the Asian hornets because I think it’s really worrying to know they have
arrived in the UK – this is bad news for our honeybees. If everyone saw a picture of the hornet they

might be able to spot it, if they saw it.

